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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Magnetic-recording data medium characterized by having a vertical-magnetic-recording film which Pt layer

or Pd layer, and Co layer consist of an artificial grid film by which the laminating was carried out by turns, and comes to

contain B and O.

[Claim 2] The above B is magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 1 characterized by containing in the

range below 15 atom % more than 1 atom %, and containing the above O in the range below 10 atom % more than 0.1

atom %.
[Claim 3] Magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 1 characterized by having a substrate layer which

consists of a material containing a metal which has face centered cubic structure to the above-mentioned magnetic-

recording layer.

[Claim 4] A metal which has the above-mentioned face centered cubic structure is Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Rh, or magnetic-

recording data medium according to claim 3 characterized by being Ir.

[Claim 5] The above-mentioned substrate layer is magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 3 characterized

by containing B and O.

[Claim 6] The above B is magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 5 characterized by containing in the

range below 30 atom % more than 1 atom %, and containing the above O in the range below 30 atom % more than 0.

1

atom %.

[Claim 7] Magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 1 characterized by having a substrate layer which
consists of composite material of a any of a metal which has face centered cubic structure, an oxide and a nitride, or

carbide or to the above-mentioned magnetic-recording layer.

[Claim 8] A metal which has the above-mentioned face centered cubic structure is Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Rh, or magnetic-

recording data medium according to claim 7 characterized by being Ir.

[Claim 9] The above-mentioned oxide is Si02, aluminum 203, MgO and Ti02, Li20, CaO, ZnO and ZrO, Y203, and

magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 7 characterized by being HfO.
[Claim 10] The above-mentioned nitride is magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 7 by which it is being

[ they / Si3N4, and A1N, BN, TiN, ZrN and GaN ] characterized.

[Claim 11] The above-mentioned carbide is magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 7 characterized by
being SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC.

[Claim 12] Magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 8 characterized by having a soft magnetism layer

directly under the above-mentioned substrate layer.

[Claim 13] The above-mentioned soft magnetism layer is magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 12

characterized by consisting of NiFe, CoZr, FeN, or NiFeTa.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to magnetic-recording data medium used for a

hard disk, a magnetic tape, a floppy (registered trademark) disk, a magneto-optic disk, etc.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The heat demagnetization to which record magnetization decreases the magnetic recording

within a field about magnetic-recording data medium in connection with the densification of recording information

according to the passage of time is posing a problem.

[0003] There is a vertical magnetic recording as one of the technique of solving the trouble of the magnetic recording

within a field over this magnetic-recording data medium. As a magnetic material of this magnetic-recording data

medium for vertical magnetic recordings, the CoCr alloy is studied widely.

[0004] However, since the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of the CoCr alloy as a magnetic material of magnetic-

recording data medium for vertical magnetic recordings is smaller than saturation magnetization, it has the defect that a

perpendicular remanence ratio is not set to 1 . For this reason, a reversal magnetization field generates the magnetic layer

of a CoCr alloy in a long wavelength record portion, and it is known that it will cause a noise.

[0005] In order to solve this problem, as such a magnetic layer, there is a laminating magnetic layer which carried out

the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns that what is necessary is just to use the big material of a perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy as a magnetic layer ofmagnetic-recording data medium for vertical magnetic recordings.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, since there is little generating of the noise in a laminating

magnetic-recording layer since magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer

which carried out the laminating of this Co, Pt, or Pd by turns is larger than the anti-magnetic field to which the

perpendicular magnetic-anisotropy magnetic field of a laminating magnetic-recording layer originated in saturation

magnetization enough but on the other hand there are many transition noises, there is a problem ofbeing unsuitable in

short wavelength record.

[0007] Therefore, in view of this point, in magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-

recording layer which carried out the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns, the transition noise in a laminating

magnetic-recording layer decreases sharply, and this invention aims at offering suitable magnetic-recording data

medium for the short wavelength record excellent in S/N.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem] Pt layer or Pd layer, and Co layer consist of an artificial grid film by which the

laminating was carried out by turns, and magnetic-recording data medium concerning this invention is characterized by
having a vertical-magnetic-recording film which comes to contain B and O.

[0009] Magnetic-recording data medium concerning this invention consists of an artificial grid film with which the

laminating of Pt layer or Pd layer, and the Co layer was carried out by turns as a laminating magnetic-recording layer,

and in order to have a vertical-magnetic-recording film which comes to contain B and O further, a transition noise in a

laminating magnetic-recording layer decreases sharply.

[0010]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of concrete operation of this invention is explained with reference

to a drawing.

[001 1] An example of the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 1 . Magnetic-

recording data medium 1 shown in drawing 1 is equipped with a substrate 2, the glue line 3 formed on the substrate 2,

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 3/3/2004
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the substrate layer 4 formed on the glue line 3, the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 formed on the substrate layer

4, and the protective layer 6 formed on the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5, and is constituted.

[0012] Although a substrate 2 changes with classes of magnetic-recording data medium, a glass plate is used for it here,

for example.

[0013] A glue line 3 is formed in order to heighten the cementation force of a substrate 2 and the substrate layer 4.

Although the quality of the material of a glue line 3 changes with classes of a substrate and substrate layer 4, when a

substrate 2 is a glass plate, as a glue line 3, Ti can be used, for example and the thickness is lnm.

[0014] The substrate layer 4 is constituted by the material containing the metal which has face centered cubic structure.

Specifically as such a material, Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Rh, and Ir can be mentioned. Moreover, the material which cannot

receive chemical change of oxidation, nitriding, etc. easily is chosen, and especially these materials can also use these

alloys. Here, the thickness is set to 20nm, using Pd as a substrate layer 4.

[0015] The laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 consists of an artificial grid film with which the laminating only of

the number of layers predetermined in Pt layer ** and Co layer was carried out by turns. And let this artificial grid film

be the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy films for vertical magnetic recordings corresponding to high density record.

Here, it comes by turns, as for the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5, to carry out the laminating of every 20 layers

of the Pt layers 0.6nm Co layer and whose thickness thickness is 0.6nm, respectively, for example. Moreover, Pd layer

etc. may be used instead of Pt layer.

[0016] Covering formation of the protective layer 6 is carried out on the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5. As a

material of this protective layer 6, C can be used, for example and that thickness is lOnm.

[0017] Here, this magnetic-recording data medium 1 is characterized by the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5

containing B element and O element in that layer. And B element and O element reach with Co layer which is the

component of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5, and are contained to the both sides of Pt layer.

[0018] The crystallographic isolation of this magnetic-recording data medium 1 of Pt particle which is a magnetic

particle, and Co particle improves by containing B element and O element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5.

And this crystal grain child's crystallographic isolation produces magnetic isolation of the crystal grain child concerned.

Consequently, the transition noise in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 decreases, and it becomes possible to

raise S/N of this magnetic-recording data medium 1

.

[0019] Here, as for the content ofB element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5, and O element, it is desirable

to carry out to below 15 atom % more than 1 atom % about B element.

[0020] This cannot fully raise the crystallographic isolation of Pt particle which is a magnetic particle, and Co particle,

when the content ofB element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 is under 1 atom %. And it is because the

effect of decreasing the transition noise in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5, and as a result raising a S/N ratio

cannot fully be acquired. Moreover, a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy deteriorates because B element with them
advances into a crystal grain child. [ superfluous when there are more amounts of content ofB element in the laminating

magnetic-recording layer 5 than 15 atom % ] Consequently, it is because a perpendicular remanence ratio becomes one

or less and S/N falls.

[0021] And let content mentioned above be the range mentioned above in each Pt layer of the laminating magnetic-

recording layer 5, and each Co layer, magnetic-recording data medium 1 - every of the laminating magnetic-recording

layer 5 - Pt layer and every - it is because the effect mentioned above can be acquired certainly by making Co layer

contain B element in the range mentioned above.

[0022] Moreover, as for the content ofO element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5, it is desirable to carry

out to below 10 atom % more than 0.1 atom %.

[0023] This cannot fully raise the crystallographic isolation of Pt particle which is a magnetic particle, and Co particle,

when O element content in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 is under 1 atom %. And it is because the effect of

decreasing the transition noise in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5, and as a result raising a S/N ratio cannot

fully be acquired. Moreover, a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy deteriorates because O element with it advances into a

crystal grain child. [ superfluous when there is more content ofO element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5

than 10 atom % ] Consequently, it is because a perpendicular remanence ratio becomes one or less and S/N falls.

[0024] And let content mentioned above be the range mentioned above in each Pt layer of the laminating magnetic-

recording layer 5, and each Co layer, magnetic-recording data medium 1 - every of the laminating magnetic-recording

layer 5 - Pt layer and every - it is because the effect mentioned above can be acquired certainly by making Co layer

contain O element in the range mentioned above.

[0025] Moreover, the substrate layer 4 mentioned above may be constituted by the material with which the material

mentioned above contained B element and O element as shown in drawing 2 . By being constituted with the material
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which requires the substrate layer 4, it is because the transition noise seen by the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5

which consists of a Pt layer and a Co layer can be decreased and a S/N ratio can be raised. This is because the isolation

of the crystal grain is raised and the isolation of the crystal grain of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 formed on
the substrate layer 4 concerned is raised, when the substrate layer 4 contains B element and O element.

[0026] As for the content ofB element in the substrate layer 4 mentioned above, and O element, at this time, it is

desirable to carry out to below 30 atom % more than 1 atom % about B element.

[0027] Since this cannot fully raise the isolation of the crystal grain of the substrate layer 4 when the content ofB
element in the substrate layer 4 is under 1 atom %, the isolation of the crystal grain of the laminating magnetic-

recording layer 5 formed on the substrate layer 4 is not folly raised. And it is because the effect of, decreasing the

transition noise seen by the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 as a result, and raising a S/N ratio cannot be acquired.

Moreover, when there are more amounts ofB element made to contain in the substrate layer 4 than 30 atom %, it is

because the crystal grain size of a substrate layer becomes uneven, consequently the crystal grain size of the laminating

magnetic-recording layer 5 becomes uneven and a S/N ratio falls.

[0028] Moreover, as for the rate ofO element made to contain in the substrate layer 4, it is desirable to carry out to

below 30 atom % more than 0.1 atom %. Since this cannot folly raise the isolation of the crystal grain of the substrate

layer 4 when the amount ofO element made to contain in the substrate layer 4 is under 1 atom %, the isolation of the

crystal grain of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 formed on the substrate layer 4 is not folly raised. And it is

because the effect of, decreasing the transition noise seen by the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 as a result, and

raising a S/N ratio cannot be acquired. Moreover, when there are more amounts ofO element made to contain in the

substrate layer 4 than 30 atom %, it is because the crystal grain size of a substrate layer becomes uneven, consequently

the crystal grain size of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 becomes uneven and a S/N ratio falls.

[0029] And by using together the substrate layer 4 containing the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5, B element, and

O element containing B element and O element which were mentioned above, the transition noise seen by the

laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 is decreased, and it becomes possible to heighten further the effect of raising a

S/N ratio.

[0030] Moreover, the substrate layer 4 mentioned above may consist of composite-material layers which become any of

the metal of the face centered cubic structure of Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Rh, and Ir to be from which [ of oxides such as Si02,

aluminum 203, MgO and Ti02, Li20, CaO, ZnO and ZrO, Y203 and HfO ] composite material. The transition noise

seen by magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 which the substrate layer

4 turns into from Pt layer and Co layer by having this configuration can be decreased greatly. Moreover, which [ of

nitrides such as Si3N4, and A1N, BN, TiN, ZrN, GaN, ] composite material is sufficient as the composite material

mentioned above with any of the metal of the face centered cubic structure of Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Rh, and Ir they are, and

which
[ any of the metal of the face centered cubic structure of Pd, Pt, Au, Ag Rh, and Ir and / of carbide such as SiC,

TiC, ZrC, and TaC, ] composite material is sufficient as it. In any case, any ofthe metal of the face centered cubic

structure of Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Rh, and Ir their being and the same effect as the case ofwhich [ of oxides, such as Si02,

aluminum 203, MgO and Ti02 Li20, CaO, ZnO and ZrO, Y203, and HfO, ] composite material can be acquired.

[0031] Furthermore, in this magnetic-recording data medium, when it has the substrate layer 4 which consists of

composite material mentioned above, as shown in drawing 3 , a soft magnetism layer may be allotted to directly under

[ ofthe substrate layer 4 ], i.e., the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 and the opposite side. Usually, if a soft

magnetism layer is allotted to the magnetic-recording layer bottom for vertical recording, it is known that record

transition can be written clearly, but on the other hand the noise ofa magnetic-recording layer increases in many cases.

Then, as mentioned above, the noise generated in a magnetic-recording layer can be reduced by having the substrate

layer 4 which consists of composite material mentioned above between a soft magnetism layer and the laminating

magnetic-recording layer 5. That is, it becomes possible to write record transition clearly, without making the noise of a

magnetic-recording layer increase.

[0032] When the thickness of the substrate layer 4 which consists of composite material is thinner than lnm at this time,

the noise reduction effect is not acquired, but when thicker than 30nm, the distance between the laminating magnetic-

recording layer 5 and a soft magnetism layer separates too much, and the effect by the soft magnetism layer mentioned

above becomes small. Therefore, when it has a soft magnetism layer, as for the thickness of the substrate layer 4 which
consists of composite material, it is desirable to be referred to as lnm or more and 30nm or less.

[0033] In the example of drawing 3 , thickness uses 0.6nm Pd layer and the thing to which the laminating of the 0.6nm
Co layer was carried out at a time for 20 thickness by turns, respectively as a laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 as a

composite-material layer using the layer whose thickness is 20nm (Au+Si02), using for example, a NiFe layer as a soft

magnetism layer.
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[0034] Moreover, in drawing 3 , as a soft magnetism layer, although the NiFe layer is used, CoZr, FeN, NiFeTa, etc. can

also be used for the material used for a soft magnetism layer, without being limited to this.

[0035]

[Example] Hereafter, this invention is explained based on a concrete example.

[0036] In the <example 1> example 1, magnetic-recording data medium which made the perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy films which are laminating magnetic-recording layers contain B element and O element was produced.

[0037] Magnetic-recording data medium formed and produced the substrate layer and the laminating magnetic-

recording layer in this order by RF spatter on the glass substrate with a diameter of 2.5 inches. The perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy films which consist of an artificial grid film constituted the laminating magnetic-recording layer.

The presentation of each class and the configuration were set to x(CoBO:0.4 nm/PdBO:0.6nm)20/Pd:20nm, and

produced magnetic-recording data medium 1 which consists of cross-section structure shown in drawing 4 .

[0038] Membrane formation conditions were set to ultimate-vacuum:8xl0-5Pa and injection power:120W before

sputtering. For the substrate layers 4, Pd target and for the laminating magnetic-recording layers 5, as shown in drawing

4 , the target which arranged four B chips of 1cm angle was used for the sputtering target on Co target and Pd target.

Membrane formation of the substrate layer 4 was performed by 2Pa sputtering gas ** into Ar ambient atmosphere, and

membrane formation of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 was performed by 2Pa sputtering gas ** into the

ambient atmosphere (Ar+02). The mass flow rate ratios 02/Ar ofAr and 02 could be 0.2%.

[0039] Moreover, when a chemical analysis, an energy dispersion nature X-ray (referred to as EDX below Energy-

dispersive x-ray:.), and secondary ion mass spectrometer (referred to as SIMS below Secondary ion mass
spectrometer:.) investigated the content ofB element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 ofproduced

magnetic-recording data medium 1, and O element, the content ofB element was three atom %, and the content ofO
element was 0.3 atom %.

[0040] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium 1 produced in the

above, and the ratio of a signal pair noise - the result ofhaving investigated S/N is shown in a table 1. Here, S/N rotated

magnetic-recording data medium 1 so that the relative velocity to the magnetic head might become 15 m/sec, it recorded

the signal whose frequency is 50MHz on magnetic-recording data medium with the magneto-resistive effect mold arm
head (MR head) whose recording track width of face is 1.2 micrometers, and determined it as the ratio of the 50MHz
signal in the regenerative signal, and the noise reinforcement which integrated with the noise from 0Hz to 80MHz.
[0041]

A table 1]

mm /* He S/N

( Co BO-0. 4nm/ Pd BO-0. 6nm)X20
/Pd-20nm

2.0kOe 28dB

mm ( CoBO-0. 4nm/ Pd BO-0. 6nm )X2 0
/PdBO-20nm

2.3kOe 30dB

( CoBO-0. 4nm/ PdBO-0. 6nm ) X2 0
/(Pd+SiO 2 )-20nm

2.0kOe 30dB

(CoBO-0. 4nm/ PdBO-0. 6nm )X2 0
/( Pd+Si02)-10nm/Ni8oFei5Ta5-20nm

32dB

(Co-0.4nm/Pd-0.6nm)X20
/Pd-20nm

3.4kOe 12dB

[0042] The transition noise is improved remarkably, magnetic-recording data medium 1 produced in the example 1

holding the value of the practical level which is stable to thermal disturbance and can be recorded [ that He is magnetic

and
]
by the conventional recording head. Consequently, S/N shows 28dB and a good value.
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[0043] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 1 except having set the <example 2> substrate

layer to Pt.

[0044] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 1 was acquired.

[0045] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 1 except having set the <example 3> substrate

layer to Au.

[0046] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise — when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 1 was acquired.

[0047] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 1 except having set the <example 4> substrate

layer to Ag.

[0048] the coercive force He ofthe perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 1 was acquired.

[0049] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 1 except having set the <example 5> substrate

layer to Rh.

[0050] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 1 was acquired.

[0051] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 1 except having set the <example 6> substrate

layer to Ir.

[0052] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise ~ when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 1 was acquired.

[0053] In the <example 7> example 7, magnetic-recording data medium which made the both sides of the perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy films which are laminating magnetic-recording layers, and a substrate layer contain B element and
0 element was produced.

[0054] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 1. The presentation of each class and the

configuration were set to x(CoBO:0.4 nm/PdBO:0.6nm)20/PdBO:20nm, and produced magnetic-recording data medium
1 which consists of cross-section structure shown in drawing 5 .

[0055] For the substrate layers 4, as shown in drawing 6 , the target which arranged four B chips of 1cm angle was used

for the sputtering target on Co target and Pd target at the target and the object for the laminating magnetic-recording

layers 5 which arranged four B chips of 1cm angle on Pd target as shown in drawing 6 .

[0056] Moreover, when a chemical analysis, and EDX and SIMS investigated the content ofB element in the laminating

magnetic-recording layer 5 ofproduced magnetic-recording data medium 1, and O element, the content ofB element

was three atom %, and the content ofO element was 0.2 atom %.

[0057] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium 1 produced in the

above, and the ratio of a signal pair noise - the result ofhaving investigated S/N is collectively shown in a table 1.

Here, S/N was calculated like the example 1

.

[0058] Rather than magnetic-recording data medium which produced magnetic-recording data medium produced in the

example 7 in the example 1, a transition noise is improved farther and S/N shows 30dB and a good value. The isolation

of the crystal grain of the Co/Pd laminating magnetic-recording layer which carried out the laminating was raised more
on it by the isolation of the crystal grain of a substrate layer having been raised by this magnetic-recording layer by
making Pd substrate layer contain B element and O element. And as a result, the transition noise in a laminating

magnetic-recording layer decreases, and it is thought that S/N improved.

[0059] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 7 except having set the <example 8> substrate

layer to PtBO.

[0060] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 7 was acquired.

[0061] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 7 except having set the <example 9> substrate

layer to AuBO.
[0062] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise ~ when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 7 was acquired.

[0063] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 7 except having set the <example 10> substrate

layer to AgBO.
[0064] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 7 was acquired.

[0065] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 7 except having set the <example 1 1> substrate
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layer to RhBO.

[0066] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise « when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 7 was acquired.

[0067] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 7 except having set the <example 12> substrate

layer to IrBO.

[0068] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 7 was acquired.

[0069] In the <example 13> example 13, the content ofB element in a laminating magnetic-recording layer investigated

about the effect which it has on S/N.

[0070] Magnetic-recording data medium fixed the content ofO element in a laminating magnetic-recording layer to 0.2

atom %, and produced eight kinds of magnetic-recording data medium like the example 1 except changing the content

ofB element with zero atom %, 0.5 atom %, 0.7 atom %, one atom %, 1 .8 atom %, three atom %, 4.3 atom %, and

pentatomic %. The presentation of each class and the configuration were set to x20/Pd:20nm like the example 1

(CoBO:0.4 nm/PdBO:0.6nm), and produced magnetic-recording data medium 1 which consists of cross-section

structure shown in drawing 4 .

[0071] The content ofB element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 was controlled by the number ofB chips

arranged on a sputtering target, and the content ofO element was controlled by the mass flow rate ratio (02/Ar) ofAr
and 02.

[0072] The content ofB element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 ofmagnetic-recording data medium 1 and

0 element was synthetically analyzed using a chemical analysis, an energy dispersion nature X-ray (Energy-dispersive

x-ray:EDX), and secondary ion mass spectrometer (Secondary ion mass spectrometer:SIMS).

[0073] the ratio of the signal pair noise of the perpendicular direction of eight kinds ofmagnetic-recording data medium
produced in the above - the result ofhaving investigated S/N is shown in drawing 7 . Here, S/N was calculated like the

example 1

.

[0074] drawing 7 shows that S/N goes up rapidly near 1 atom %, and the content ofB element serves as a value of about

1 law in beyond it. The result of having changed O element content and having investigated the critical value ofB
element content to which this S/N goes up is shown in drawing 8 . When the content ofO element was more than 0.1

atom %, it was not dependent on the content ofO element, and the critical content ofB element whose S/N improves

was almost fixed, so that drawing 8 might show.

[0075] The above result shows that the content ofB element required in order to isolate the crystal grain child of a

laminating magnetic-recording layer is more than 1 atom %. This condition was the same as the conditions which the

crystal grain child of the substrate layer which consists ofPdBO in the example 7 mentioned above isolates.

[0076] In the <example 14> example 14, the content ofO element in a laminating magnetic-recording layer investigated

about the effect which it has on S/N.

[0077] Magnetic-recording data medium fixed the content ofB element to 3 atom %, and produced eight kinds of

magnetic-recording data medium like the example 1 except changing the content ofB element with zero atom %, 0.05

atom %, 0.08 atom %, 0.1 atom %, 0.2 atom %, 0.3 atom %, 0.37 atom %, and 0.48 atom %. The presentation of each

class and the configuration were set to x20/Pd:20nm like the example 1 (CoBO:0.4 nm/PdBO:0.6nm), and produced

magnetic-recording data medium 1 which consists of cross-section structure shown in drawing 4 .

[0078] The content ofB element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 was controlled by the number ofB chips

arranged on a sputtering target, and the content ofO element was controlled by the mass flow rate ratio (02/Ar) of Al-

and 02.

[0079] The content ofB element in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 of magnetic-recording data medium 1 and

O element was synthetically analyzed like the example 13 using a chemical analysis, and EDX and SIMS.

[0080] the ratio of the signal pair noise of the perpendicular direction of eight kinds ofmagnetic-recording data medium
produced in the above - the result ofhaving investigated S/N is shown in drawing 9 . Here, S/N was calculated like the

example 1.

[0081] drawing 9 shows that S/N goes up rapidly near 0.1 atom %, and the content ofO element serves as a value of

about 1 law in beyond it. The result ofhaving changed B element content and having investigated the critical value ofO
element content to which this S/N goes up is shown in drawing 10 . When the content ofB element was more than 1

atom %, it was not dependent on the content ofB element, and the critical content ofB element whose S/N improves

was almost fixed, so that drawing 10 might show.

[0082] The above result shows that the content ofO element required in order to isolate the crystal grain child of a

laminating magnetic-recording layer is more than 0.1 atom %. This condition was the same as the conditions which the
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crystal grain child of the substrate layer which consists ofPdBO in the example 7 mentioned above isolates.

[0083] In the <example 15> example 15, the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy films which are laminating magnetic-

recording layers were made to contain B element and O element, and magnetic-recording data medium using the

compound substrate layer which carried out coincidence membrane formation of Pd and Si02 as a substrate layer

further was produced.

[0084] The presentation of each class of magnetic-recording data medium and the configuration were set to x(CoBO:0.4

nm/PdBO:0.6nm)20/Pd+SiO2:20nm, and produced magnetic-recording data medium which consists of cross-section

structure shown in drawing 1

1

.

[0085] And the compound substrate film was produced like the example 1 except having formed membranes by RF
magnetron sputtering using the target which has arranged the chip of Pd on the target of Si02. The configuration of a

compound substrate film is SiO2:50% Pd:50% in a volume ratio.

[0086] Moreover, when a chemical analysis, and EDX and SIMS investigated the content ofB element in the laminating

magnetic-recording layer 5 ofproduced magnetic-recording data medium 1, and O element, the content ofB element

was three atom %, and the content ofO element was 0.2 atom %.

[0087] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium 1 produced in the

above, and the ratio of a signal pair noise — the result of having investigated S/N is collectively shown in a table 1

.

Here, S/N was calculated like the example 1.

[0088] A transition noise is further improved rather than magnetic-recording data medium which produced magnetic-

recording data medium 1 produced in the example 15 in the example 1, and S/N shows the good value of 31dB almost

equivalent to magnetic-recording data medium of an example 7. By having used the Pd+Si02 compound substrate layer

as a substrate layer 4, the isolation ofthe crystal grain in the CoBO/PdBO laminating magnetic-recording layer 5 is

raised more compared with an example 1, a transition noise decreases sharply as the result, and this is considered that

S/N improved.

[0089] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 16>

substrate layer into Pt+Si02.

[0090] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0091] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 17>

substrate layer into Au+A 1203.

[0092] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0093] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 18>

substrate layer into Ag+MgO.
[0094] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - the place which investigated S/N - an example 15 - the equivalent effect was
acquired.

[0095] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 19>

substrate layer into Rh+Ti02.

[0096] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0097] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 20>
substrate layer into Ir+Li02.

[0098] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise — when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0099] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 21>

substrate layer into Pd+CaO.

[0100] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise — when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0101] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 22>
substrate layer into Pd+ZnO.

[0102] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise — when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0103] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 22>

substrate layer into Pd+ZrO.
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[0104] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0105] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 23>

substrate layer into Pd+Y 203.

[0106] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0107] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 24>

substrate layer into Pd+HfO.

[0108] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0109] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 25>

substrate layer into Pd+HfO.

[01 10] the coercive force He ofthe perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise ~ when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[01 1 1] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having set the <example 26>

substrate layer to Pd+Si3N4.

[01 12] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise — when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[01 13] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 27>

substrate layer into Pt+AIN.

[0114] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[01 15] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 28>
substrate layer into Au+BN.
[01 16] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[01 17] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 29>
substrate layer into Ag+TiN.

[0118] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0119] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 30>
substrate layer into Rh+ZrN.

[0120] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0121] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 31>

substrate layer into Ir+GaN.

[0122] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0123] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 32>

substrate layer into Pd+SiC.

[0124] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0125] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 33>
substrate layer into Pt+TiC.

[0126] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0127] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 34>

substrate layer into Au+ZrC.

[0128] the coercive force lie of the perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.

[0129] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 15 except having made the <example 35>

substrate layer into Ag+TaC.

[0130] the coercive force He of the perpendicular direction of magnetic-recording data medium produced in the above,

and the ratio of a signal pair noise - when S/N was investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 15 was acquired.
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[01 3 1 ] A substrate layer from the result of an example 1 5 thru/or an example 35 as mentioned above, with any of the

metal of the face centered cubic structure of Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Rh, and Ir they are Si02, aluminum 203, MgO and Ti02,

Li20, CaO, ZnO, Any of the composite material which consists of composite material of a any of oxides, such as ZrO,

Y203, and HfO, or, and the metal of the face centered cubic structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, and Ir, the composite

material of a any of nitrides, such as Si3N4, and A1N, BN, TiN, ZrN, GaN, or — or With any of the metal of the face

centered cubic structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, and Ir they are By constituting with the composite material of a any of

carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC, or, the transition noise seen by the laminating magnetic-recording layer was

decreased, and it was checked that the effect of raising a S/N ratio can be acquired.

[0132] In the <example 36> example 36, the bottom of a substrate layer was equipped with the soft magnetism layer

which consists ofNiFeTa, and magnetic-recording data medium by which the substrate layer and the laminating

magnetic-recording layer were formed on it was produced.

[0133] The presentation of each class of magnetic-recording data medium and the configuration were set to x(CoBO:0.4

nm/PdBO:0.6nm)20/(Pd+SiO2):20 nm/nickel80Fel5Ta5:20nm, and produced magnetic-recording data medium 1 which

consists of cross-section structure shown in drawing 12 .

[0134] And the soft magnetism layer was produced like the example 15 except having formed membranes by the spatter

using nickel target, Fe target, and Ta target.

[0135] Moreover, when a chemical analysis, and EDX and SIMS investigated the content ofB element in the laminating

magnetic-recording layer 5 ofproduced magnetic-recording data medium 1, and O element, the content ofB element

was three atom %, and the content ofO element was 0.2 atom %.

[0136] the ratio of the signal pair noise ofmagnetic-recording data medium 1 produced in the above - the result of

having investigated S/N is collectively shown in a table 1. Here, S/N was calculated like the example 1.

[0137] Magnetic-recording data medium 1 of an example 36 is using five layers of nickel80Fel5Ta which is a soft

magnetism layer as a backing layer, since the transition region of the record magnetic domain in a laminating magnetic-

recording layer became clearer, improves further rather than an example 1, an example 7, and an example 15, and shows

32dB and a good value. [ S/N's ]

[0138] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 36 except having set the <example 37> soft

magnetism layer to CoZr.

[0139] the ratio of the signal pair noise ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above ~ when S/N was
investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 36 was acquired.

[0140] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 36 except having set the <example 38> soft

magnetism layer to FeN.

[0141] the ratio of the signal pair noise ofmagnetic-recording data medium produced in the above - when S/N was

investigated, the effect equivalent to an example 36 was acquired.

[0142] As mentioned above, it was checked that can perform that the transition region of the record magnetic domain in

a laminating magnetic-recording layer makes it clearer by equipping directly under [ of a substrate layer ], i.e., a

laminating magnetic-recording layer and the opposite side, with a soft magnetism layer as a backing layer, consequently

S/N is raised from the result of an example 36 thru/or an example 38.

[0143] In the example of a <example of comparison> comparison, the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy films which

are laminating magnetic-recording layers, and conventional magnetic-recording data medium 1 which does not make a

substrate layer contain B element and O element were produced.

[0144] Magnetic-recording data medium was produced like the example 1. The presentation of each class and the

configuration were set to x(Co:0.4 nm/Pd:0.6nm)20/Pd:20nm, and produced magnetic-recording data medium 1 which

consists of cross-section structure shown in drawing 13 .

[0145] The sputtering target formed membranes in 2Pa Ar ambient atmosphere for the substrate layers 4 using Co target

and Pd target in Pd target and the laminating magnetic-recording layers 5. <BR> [0146] the coercive force He of the

perpendicular direction ofmagnetic-recording data medium 1 produced in the above, and the ratio of a signal pair noise

- the result of having investigated S/N is collectively shown in a table 1. Here, S/N was calculated like the example 1

.

[0147] Although the practical value stably recordable by the conventional recording head is shown to disturbance with

magnetic-recording data medium 1 magnetic [ He ] and thermal produced in the example 1 of a comparison, a transition

noise is large and, as a result, S/N shows 12dB and a small value.

[0148] Here, in order to clarify the difference of the transition noise in the laminating magnetic-recording layer of

magnetic-recording data medium of the example of a comparison, and an example 1, the fine structure of a laminating

magnetic-recording layer was analyzed with the transmission electron microscope (Transmission electron

microscope:TEM), and the example of a comparison was compared with the example 1 . The observation result in TEM
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of an example 1 is shown in drawing 14 , and the observation result in TEM of the example of a comparison is shown in

drawing 1 5 . Consequently, in the example 1, the crevice was seen to crystal grain children having stuck in the example

of a comparison in the grain boundary.

[0149] Moreover, in order to clarify structure of the grain boundary of an example 1, it analyzed by high resolutions

TEM and EDX. The analysis field ofEDX includes the element information on both grain boundaries in crystal grain in

the analysis field B, although the element information only in a crystal grain child is acquired in the analysis field A in a

high-resolution TEM image by about 5nm. The analysis result ofEDX in crystal grain is shown in drawing 16 , and the

analysis result ofEDX of the grain boundary is shown in drawing 1 7 . Moreover, the observation result in a high

resolution TEM is shown in drawing 18 .

[0150] A crystal grain chiles surroundings are filled with amorphous-like material, and the high-resolution TEM image

showed that crystal grain children were isolated crystallographically.

[0151] Moreover, if an EDX spectrum is compared in crystal grain in a grain boundary, B element and O element will

be detected only in a grain boundary, but it will be thought that the boron oxide phase deposits in the grain boundary.

[0152] From these things, this analysis result shows that a role important for B element and O element isolating the

crystal grain child of a laminating magnetic-recording layer is played. That is, this crystal grain child's crystallographic

isolation produces magnetic isolation, as a result, a transition noise decreases, and it is thought that S/N improved.

[0153]

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, as explained to details, magnetic-recording data medium concerning this

invention consists of an artificial grid film with which the laminating of Pt layer or Pd layer, and the Co layer was
carried out by turns as a laminating magnetic-recording layer, and in order to have the vertical-magnetic-recording film

which comes to contain B and O further, the transition noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer decreases sharply.

[0154] Therefore, according to this invention, the transition noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer decreases

sharply, and becomes possible [ offering suitable magnetic-recording data medium for the short wavelength record

excellent in S/N ].

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]

—PtBO: 0. 6nm—CoBO:0.Bnm—PtBO:0.6nm

—CoBO: 0. 6nm— PtBO:0.6nm
—CoBO;0. Bnm—PtBO:0. 6nm
^CoBO:0.6nm

—4T*ftl(Pd:20nm)

—3i»Jl<Ti:1nm)

[Drawing 2]

MM»a«ii (c:,om )

—PtBO:0.6nm
—CoBO:0.6nm—PtBO:0.6nm

—CoBO:0.6nm
—PtBO:0.6nm—CoBO:0.6nm
—PtBO:0.6nm—CoBO:0. 6nm

r 5

4T*&»(PdBO:20nm)

~3#t«(Ti:1nm)
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[Drawing 3]

^^^^^^-6 ftflW ( C: 1 0nm)

—PtBO:0.6nm
—CoBO:0.6nm—PtBO:0.6nm

—Co BO:0.6nm— PtBO:0.6rvn
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[Drawing 4]

—PdBO:0.6nm—CoBO:0.4nm—PdBO:0.6nm

-PdBO:0.6nm
-Co BO: 0/4 nm
-PdBO:0.6nm
-CoBO:0.4nm

<CoBO«X20
,PdBO»X20)

—4Tiftl(Pd:20nm)

»mi t i3 t i4

[Drawing 5]
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[Drawing 6]
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[Drawing 7]
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[Drawing 8]
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[Drawing 10]
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[Drawing 11 ]
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[Drawing 12]
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—CoBO:0.4nm—PdBO:0,6nm
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[Drawing 13]
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[Drawing 16]
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[Translation done.]
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